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1. Introduction
We consider the following problem. Let A be the class of arcs a :
i, v k. . , a 1
a : x (t) u (t) b t <_ t <_ t
i=l,...,N k=l,...,K a=l,...,r
which have points t,x(t),u(t) in a region R in t-x-u space, b in





i (t,x(t),u(t) 1=1,. ..,N
(1-2) ij;
a (t,x(t)) £ a=l,...,m
(1-3) I (a) < 1 £ Y 1 P* I (a) =0 p' < y < p
(1-4) xi (t s ) = Xis (b) s=0,l 1 £ i £N
where:




It is desired to minimize the functional




on the class A .
a 2
The functions
<Jj are assumed to be of class C on R while the
i is
functions f , L , g , X are of class C on R or B as the case
may be.









t <_ t £ t
Unless otherwise specified, the symbols i,k,a,a will have the




is a solution to our problem and define the functions
qj Ct Ot
(2) 4> (t,x,u) = ty + ip . f a=l,...,m
t x
ct
For arcs in the class A , these functions act as dip /dt along these
arcs. We assume that the matrix
(3) <j> k Sty
u ctB
a, 3=1, . .
.
,m





ct ct ct ct
<j> >_ for all a with ty = or <j> <_ for all a with ty =
1 <_ ct <_ m
ct
Referring to Theorem 3.1 of [1] and to the quantities u (t) , K of
(3)
that theorem, we prove the following result:









if At°) < .
2. Proof of the Lemma
It is convenient to prove this result by first transforming the problem.
In section 4 of [1] the problem stated above is shown to be equivalent to a
2For a function M(t,x,u,b) , the symbols M , M . , M , , M will
1 K. ,0
t x u b
denote first partial derivatives with respect to the indicated variable. Also,
unless otherwise noted, repeated indices are summed. Finally for a function
K(t,x,u) evaluated on the arc 0._ as K(t,x.(t) ,u
n
(t) ) , we shall write K(t).
3 In Theorem 3.2 of [1], the multipliers Ua (t) are modified (by the
addition of additive constants) from those of Theorem 3.1 of [1] . The re-
sults of this note then imply associated results to the multipliers of that
theorem. Similar remarks hold in the Theorems of [2] .
- 2 -

reformulated problem (with superscript bars used on quantities in the re-
formulated problem to distinguish them from the original problem so that
— ci a (4^ ™ct — otfor example, tJj replaces i/j ) with functions ^ , (J> formed from
ct ex
the functions ip , <j> and with the major distinction from the above prob-
lem being that the assumption involving (3) is replaced by the statement that
the matrix
(6)
has rank m at points in D . Here D is the set of points (t,x_(t),u)
in R
n
with u = u-(t) or for arbitrary u with t interior to an inter-
j-j-a
val of continuity of u^Ct) • Now
<J>




has rank m .
The theorem for this latter problem is Theorem 6.1 of [1] and as shown
in section 7 of [1], the terms u (t), K of that theorem and of Theorem 3.1
-a
of [1] for the original problems are the same. In addition, ty (t ) = iff
a
ty (t ) = a=l,...,m , as shown in (36) of [1]. This proving our lemma
for the reformulated problem will prove it also for the original problem.
We concentrate on the reformulated problem of section 4 of [1].
In order now to prove the first inequality of (5), assume that n is
an index such that
(8) *V) <
and let h be any N dimensional vector such that \\> . (t )h ^0 Now,
Also the dimensions of the variables x,u,b, change in the
reformulated problem, however we shall not go into that here.
- 3 -











.(t )di =0 a t n
x
Next, select a constant 6 > so small that
(10) ^V) < t° •: t •: t° + 6
and define the K dimensional arc w such that
w (t ) * ty ± (t )d
.H> ± (t )d )- t < t < t +2
W (t) = < X
t° +| < t < t 1 a=l,...,m
(11-2) wF (t) e r = m+1 K t : t < t
Then go is in the class W of section 13 of [1] and by Lemma 13.1 of [1],
we can find an admissible variation
(12) 6a : 6x(t) 6u(t), 6b t° : t -: t
1
satisfying
js,A _ A(13-1) 6x (t ) = d j j i s=l,...,N-m .
s p
(13-2) 6b =
5See Section 11 of [1],
- 4

where i are the indices of (108) of [1] and also satisfying
At) fix* (t) = 5ij,a (t) = wa (t) a=l, . . . ,m
(14) x
.-rr (t) = w
1
(t) r=m+l,.. . ,K
1
t < t < t
-a —T (fit ^
where: 6\\i (t) , 6<J> (t) indicate the variations in these quantities due
-r
to the variation 6a and where $ are the functions of section 8 of [1],
According to the above and by the admissibility of 8d , we have that
I -a , NJ i\ 2 r 6 ,
-* .(t )d )- [t , t + -
(15) Ha it) = j- 6^a (t) = wa (t) =
[t^f.t1 ]
and by (14) and (11-2) also
(16) 6/(t) = r - m + 1,...,K 1t < t < t




- 6x^p (t )]
x
p ,a = 1, . . . ,m







(see (108) of [1]), we see that 6x P (t ) = d p
p=l,...,m , so that together with (13-1) we obtain
(18) 6xj (t°) = dj j=l,...,N
6 See section 11 of [1] .
- 5 -

Next, by (155-2) and Lemmas 11.1 and 15.1 all of [1], together with
(15), (16) and (18), we get by computing the variation of the functionals
introduced in (69) and (70) of [1] that
d9) r /
t0+4/2
f tJViVV) ! dt -v' - ° p=0>1 P+Nt u pu X




Using the relations (76-1) of [1] (between X and K ) and (9),








(t°)hi ) | dt - KV^t^h1 ^0 (n not summed)
t° pu n x x
1
where K is that term referred to in our present lemma which is associated
with t|i . Furthermore, by the definition of u (t) in (74) and (76) of [1]
then (20) is:
> (n not summed)
.
(21) I ^.(t )^ | /t0+6/2u (t)dt - K*5 ;
t o
n
According to the properties of the multipliers u (t) , we can by reducing
a
6 if necessary, guarantee that y (t) is continuous on [t , t +6/2] . Then




(t°)hi [y (t°) - Kn ] ^0 (n not summed).
x





) [u (t°) - K
n
] ^0 (n not summed) .
- 6 -






(t°)h1 [y (t°) - K
n





(t°) = Kn .
Since tJ) was an arbitrary constraint such that \\> (t ) < , then the
second statement of our lemma is proven.
In order to prove the first statement of our lemma, let n be an
index such that
(25) ^(t ) =






Then as above, pick a vector d such that (9) is true and define the arc
w as in (11) where 6 is selected so that the multiplier u (t) is con-
tinuous on [t , t + 6/2]. The construction follows identical steps to the
above to yield (22-1) while together with (26) and the arbitrariness of n ,
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